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A Letter from the President

Exciting Times

Peter Billett, President
Fellow & Examiner ISTD

Here we are at the third edition of our “Topline” magazine 
- how time flies. Great reviews have been received from many 
of our members on the magazine’s improvement. It’s always 
nice to hear positive comments. The articles are increasing as more members are 
becoming involved. Should you have any suggestions, we welcome ideas for upcoming 
publications.

I must first convey some sad news regarding colleagues who have recently 
passed away.  Our “Music Man” for many ISTD competitions – Jack Hughes.  Jack’s 
professionalism and knowledge of music kept the continuity of each competition running 
smoothly. Our thoughts and sympathies go out to his wife Judy. 

For dancers who trained in the International Style, and may have traveled to 
England, you will be sad to hear of the passing of Elizabeth Romain. This delightful lady 
of dance will be missed by all, she touched a lot of people who respected her tremendous 
knowledge (see article by Lori Gay).

We have a new Exam Tour Director, Amanda Ball.  She has been a member of the 
Society for many years. Her phone number and email can be found on page two. I would 
like to give a vote of thanks to Martin Smith for serving in that capacity for so many 
years. Good luck in your business endeavors.

Good news; our Congress this year will be held at Mario Battistas’ Studio in 
Hackensack, New Jersey. It’s a gorgeous studio, only forty minutes from New York City. 
In addition, we have great rates at the Marriot Hotel in Saddle Brook. The exciting thing 
about this Congress... you will learn a lot and meet all the “who’s who” in dancing. Just 
as important, you have the opportunity to socialize with your colleagues. Mark your 
calendar now! March 24th and 25th. All details can be found on our website and inside this 
edition. 

We’ve been working on setting up a credit card system for the past few months 
to make it easier for members to register and pay online. Wayne Crowder and I have 
been collaborating on this project but, the real credit goes to Joe Leggio, a colleague of 
Wayne’s, whose computer expertise came to our rescue. What a relief! Have we really 
arrived in this century? Many thanks also, have to be given to Ily Zislin, for all his past 
work on our website. We greatly appreciate his efforts. Be sure to check out our website 
(www.usistd.org) to find out what’s going on. 

In conclusion, to all of our “New Members”; a hearty welcome from the Committee, 
the Board of Trustees and Examiners. Let us know if you have any problems or concerns 
in which we can assist you. 

See you all at the Congress!
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  Should the music interfere with your dancing?

This is a tongue-in-cheek question which has been coined as an aphorism by some of 
the great dance coaches of bygone years and is just as potent a piece of whimsey today 
as it was when dance authorities began to notice that the expression of the dance did not 
always produce a positive emotional response in the observer. i.e. some dancers simply 
leave you cold despite the fact that they have an extravagant vocabulary of choreography 
and a reputation to go with it.

Q: Why is this so?
A: The fault lies either with the dancers or the music sometimes both on the same 

day!
Let’s start by being kind to the dancer and take a look at some of the unfortunate boo 

boos that ill-informed D.J.s occasionally make.

Case in point:
Despite the fact that it certainly is humanly possible to dance a rhumba or cha cha 

to anything in a 4/4 time signature... This is very far from being an ideal situation. Some 
music which as a cha cha label on it is nothing more than a  foxtrot with a cowbell mak-
ing its presence felt in a less than flattering way.

In 2005 I was witness to a situation where the D.J. played what he thought was a cha 
cha for a pro event and in fact it turned out to be a samba. This of course was some-
what disconcerting to the dancers who actually recognized the difference, but being in a 
vulnerable position had no choice but to make the best of things and proceed with their 
routine, however exasperated they may have been.

This kind of musical misdemeanor means nothing to the uneducated ear but for the 
professional dancer who has made a study of music and has the intention of expressing 
the musical nuance and accents in their dance, it becomes an artistic disaster or to say the 
least, an unnecessary embarrassment.

Looking at this state of affairs from the position of the dancer, one must be willing to 
acknowledge that the performer has the right to express nuance, musicality, and emotion 
and not be a victim of their own concepts or worst still, someone else’s pedestrian ideas 
about rigidly dogmatic expression, based on a juvenile concept of slows and quicks.

Slows and quicks are an artificial construct which are valuable to the teacher in at-
tempting to convey a simple form of musical expression for the beginner. At a level of 
professionalism however, an unflinching conformity to this concept can seriously retard 
any artistic possibilities that might be available.

A typical scenario might be as follows: A couple has just come to a state of immobil-
ity in promenade position in the tango. This has occurred about 2 to 4 beats before the 
conclusion of a phrase with a powerful musical accent occurring on the penultimate beat 
of the measure. Instead of the man holding his position and perhaps expressing the musi-
cal drama of the moment by delivering a high speed body fan or some such appropriate 
action, he wanders off in promenade position in what is obviously an oblivious state 
regarding the presence of the music.

In cases like this the dancer is performing to their own predetermined count, invari-
ably, conceptualized by the “self righteous” formula of slows and quicks. This is not eat-
ing the meal. This is eating the menu! For so called “advanced” dancers, this is less than 
enchanting and indicates an inability to act spontaneously into what should be a wonder-
fully expressive moment in the domain of presence. While this is clearly a disturbing 

by Frank  Regan

Continued on next page
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phenomenon for those of us who have some sense of musical awareness, one might be 
disposed towards forgiving this transgression by compassionately attributing the cause 
factor to competition “nerves!”

It is however, artistically unforgivable in the case of the professional demonstrator 
who already knows what the music is going to be and has blatantly missed opportunities 
to create powerful expressions of the music.

This unfortunate syndrome sometimes shows up in “world class” show dance, 
exhibition, and theatre arts routines, much to the dismay of any of the judges who have 
an extensive education in this subject. It can in point of fact be a deciding factor between 
two couples of equally impressive structural skills.

This all sounds like rather serious stuff! This message however, is not intended to 
be a “terpsichorean barbinger” of doom, but rather a recognition of what is missing 
regarding the ultimate intention of dance which is to celebrate one’s “being” in a physical 
expression of music and to experience the true and authentic joy of the moment that takes 
us from the mundane to the extraordinary.

For two people to lose themselves in the music in a state of harmony and collabora-
tive satisfaction is something quite wonderful and a very special kind of fun that steps 
outside the confining bonds of our culture and has the appropriately liberating effect on 
the spirit to warrant a concern for musical depth of expression, a condition that we should 
all aspire to.

Frank Regan is a former United States champion who functions as a writer, lyricist, 
dance coach and world class adjudicator. He is the recipient of many prestigious awards 
including the exclusive Heritage Award for his stage choreography correlating the world 
of ballroom with ballet. He resides in the Washington D.C. area but spends much of his 
time in Florida as the period and stylistic choreographer for the world famous Miami 
City Ballet Company.

This article may not be edited or reproduced without written permission by the 
author.

 

Our new website is up and running.  Although the changes at this 
time may not be apparent, work continues on the site. 
This new domain will allow us to have an interactive site, with 
new features such as online purchasing of educational materials, as 
well as online payment of membership dues.  We plan to upgrade 
our membership page to allow contact information, studio listings, 
etc. to help promote our members.  Please take the time to email 
Membership Services membership@usistd.org   so that we may 
update your email address.  To visit the site, go to   www.usistd.org 

Wayne Crowder

  

Website Information
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The Slip Pivot, as used here, adds an entirely new dimension to the dancer’s vo-
cabulary, insomuch as the couple have to cope with using a pivot, (difficult enough 

when commenced in line), as a mechanism for getting back in line with partner on a 
backward action; a daunting task for the average gold medallist.

I like to teach this in Waltz first, approaching a corner after a Reverse Turn ending 
Diag to Wall. Ask the man to dance a Whisk, ending with his feet facing the new LOD. 
Have him dance a Pivot, with almost no turn, to end Diag to Center. As he does not have 
worry about turning himself, he can concentrate on leading the lady back into line. Count 
this 1 & 23, so that the pivot occurs on a full eat of music. Since we have elected Waltz, 
we can now follow the figure with a simple Chasse to Right, instead of having to cope 
with a Slip Pivot followed by a heel turn, as in Foxtrot. Basically, Fallaway Position is 
Promenade Position moving backwards, and the very name suggests a dropping, or fall-
ing backwards action. This must be avoided at all costs and, to facilitate this, I would sug-
gest a minor deviation from the standard technique by adding a slight sway to the left on 
steps two and three of the Fallaway.

When the couple is comfortable dancing the figure with very little turn, then introduce 
it into Foxtrot with increasing amounts of turn. The man must understand that he should 
dance the Slip Pivot with a strong turn of his body to left as the RF slips back, a small 
step, with the toe turned in. If he is allowed to take a normal step back and then pivot, 
it will never feel comfortable. The lady must feel just a backward action over steps 1-3, 
not an opening out action. Although, technically, she has an option as to which way to 
turn her head, it is crucial, in my view, that she keeps her head turned left throughout this 
figure. Tell her to pull her left shoulder backwards as soon as she takes here weight onto 
her RF on step 3, and keep pulling it back for the remainder of the turn. By applying the 
points outlined in this paragraph, I have found that most pupils float through this some-
what difficult figure with ease. I hope that you will try these ideas and achieve the same 
success.

Helpful Teaching Hints
 

by Peter Waterson,
Dual Fellow, I.S.T.D.

Fallaway Reverse and Slip Pivot

Letters to the Editors, new columns
This newsletter is for you. We’re very excited about the 

diversity of the material we are presenting and want to encour-
age your input.

A new column “Letters to the Editor” will be starting in the 
next issue. Write to us about what you think. Comment on an 
article and share with us your Ballroom experiences. We look 
forward to hearing from you.

Daphne Cunlifffe     Peter Billett
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Do You Have...?
A dance competition that you run?

A dance school that offers special types of dancing?
A special services person that offers benefit to dancers? 

National title holding professionals working out of your studio?

DO YOU WANT PEOPLE TO KNOW ABOUT 
IT NATIONWIDE?

Running an ad about what you offer to other professionals and studios 
across the United States is a great way to “get connected” by letting them 

know about what you have to offer that is special and how it can be of 
benefit to making ballroom dancing move and grow.

Advertise in the TOPLINE Today!
Contact Daphne Cunliffe, Newsletter Liaison • 973-543-2802

AD SPACE RATES 

Non-Members

Full page $��0 Black and white
�/� page $��0 Black and white
�/� page $�� Black and white

• Color ads are triple the price of black and white ads

Members receive a 50% discount for any advertising
through December 31, 2006.

Topline ha been given a “facelift” and will be distributed at major 
competitions throughout North America.

USISTD is a non profit organization and as such may not engage in “bartering” 
or any practice that may possibly convolute information to the IRS.
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continued on next page

Elizabeth Romain

It is sad to report that Elizabeth Romain, beloved and world renowned teacher, passed 
away on Saturday Jan. 27th  in England.  

This short article in no way can remotely give justice to a life so well lived and devoted to 
our mutual interest and love of dance, but in the interest of time and letting all of you know 
of our loss I hope you will join me in sharing in this brief  remembrance of a wonderful 
Lady and a remarkable teacher, Elizabeth Romain .  

She was born in Wimbledon, England November 3rd.   Her dance career began at an early 
age when her Mother took her to dancing lessons when she was two years old.  Later she 
was in a well known Juvenile Dance Trope called “Terry’s Juvenile” and was in various 
Pantomimes with them.  

She began teaching dance at the young age of 14.  She had her own little studio in 
North Cheam.  She was an ISTD Examiner for over 30 years and was known all over 
the world for her training methods in preparing candidates for their exams.  She trained 
endless numbers of professionals including Top Competitors and World Champions.  She 
had a tremendous background in dance having been an accomplished dancer and teacher 
in ballet, tap and musical comedy before her interest turned to Ballroom Dancing during 
World War II.  She received many awards both nationally and internationally.  In 2002 
she was given a special Achievement Award by the USISTD and was also elected to the 
Worlds Dancing Hall of Fame, USA.  She received the Carl Alan Teachers’ Award 1973 
and the Imperial Award in 1990 to name a few.  

For many years she worked with the late great Alex Moore at the Zeeta Dance Studios in 
Kingston-on-Thames, England. Elizabeth liked to refer to the studio as the League of Nations 
of Ballroom Dancing, as people came from all over the world to train for their Professional 
Exams.  This experience of working with Alex contributed to her incredible understanding 
of the theoretical study of dance and her complete knowledge and understanding of the 
Revised Technique by Alex Moore.  She not only knew what, but more importantly she 
knew “why”.  She used to have a little saying; “be wise to the whys”

She was a member of the ISTD Latin American Faculty Committee for 32 years until 
2000 and was Chairperson for the last two of those years.  During that time she was in no 
small way responsible for the production of both the original ISTD Revised Technique of 
Latin American Dancing and that of our wonderful present day books.  Her brilliant mind 
combined with her dance background, tenacity, attention to detail and the appreciation of 
consistency of language, she made an invaluable contribution to the theoretical language 
we enjoy in our current books.
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Everyone wants to feel well rehearsed on the very day of their competi-
tion event; however, there is a time and place for that extra practice.

A reader writes:

Dear Cher:

I recently attended a great competition in Las Vegas. My partner and I really enjoyed 
ourselves, as it was our first large event. During one of the pro/am awards presentations I 
noticed couples rehearsing full out! They were at the opposite end of the ballroom away 
from the presentation but not that far away.

Just about the time that I mentioned this to my partner, the MC reprimanded the 
rehearsing couples. “There is to be NO rehearsals during the awards.” I would think most 
people would not have to be told.

    Already rehearsed
Dear Already,
Yes. If they didn’t know before today, you have just painted a picture for them with 

your observation.
Rehearsing on the same floor while an awards presentation is going on is not only 

disrespectful to all involved but also disruptive to the process.
Most events have a rehearsal room for those who seek them. Use them.
Remember what your mother said:
Pretty is as Pretty Does.

Social Graces: A Ballroom Etiquette Column

by Cher Rutherford

She traveled all over the world examining, giving training and seminars. This included 
many trips to the United States.  Many teachers from all over the world feel gratitude 
and warmth towards Liz for the contribution she gave in furthering their understanding 
of theoretical training.  Teachers in Japan had an endearing nickname for Liz – Madame 
Dictionary.  The reason for this nickname was her ability to answer any technical questions 
relating to Latin American and Ballroom theory without hesitation, in an easy to understand 
way. 

We will all miss her greatly but I feel happy in knowing that her life’s work and 
devotion to dance was not in vain as she has inspired so many people all over the world.  
She played an important part in my life and the lives of countless others.  We are eternally 
grateful and we will miss her. 

                           By Lori Woods-Gay

A funeral was held at 3pm on Tuesday February 13th at St. Marys the Virgin Church, 
London Road, Ewell, Surrey, KT172AQ.   It was Liz’s wish that there should be no flowers 
but that donations to the ‘PDSA’  should be sent to Hawkins & Sons Funeral Directors, 
Highlands Road, Leatherhead, Surrey, KT228ND
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Syllabus Training

by Lori Woods-Gay

     one size doesn’t fit all when it
       comes to your Jive Chasse’s

If you’ve ever bought a piece of clothing that was labeled “One size fits all” you 
know that simply just doesn’t work. It’s either hanging off of you or you look like a 
stuffed sausage. Well the same is true with the Jive. You can’t dance a good Jive using 
just one chasse movement (ma ny dancers think that is the side chasse).

Each figure in the Jive Technique book has a very specific chasse for the man and the 
Lady and they each serve the purpose of getting the job done in terms of lead, follow and 
speed.

There are basic chasses and combination chasses:
The basic chasses are: 1. Side Chasse 2. Compact Chasse 3. Forward or Back-
ward Chasse 4. Forward or backward locking chasse 5. running chasse forward 
or backward.
There is also the “Turning Chasse” which allows for the dancer to interpret their 
Jive musically by dividing their turn as they wish by either turning gradually 
over the three steps of the chasse or turning more quickly perhaps on the first or 
last step of the chasse.
There are also many other combinations using very specific foot positions. here 
is one example as used in the Change of Places Right (R) to Left (L). The lady 
(after she dances her fallaway rock) will first do a side chasse then when she 
turns under the Gentlemans arm she will dance; Left Food diagonally back to 
chassed (LRL) to end with the left foot back. While the man (after his Fallaway 
Rock) is dancing a diagonally forward chasse and then a forward chasse (RLR). 
Taking the time to dance with this accuracy and precision will help you cope 
with the speed in an efficient manner, help your partnering and igve your Jive a 
clean sharp look.

Because the Jive r the Swing for that matter tend to be labeled the “fun dances” many 
dancers think that sloppy footwork and foot placement are inherent to these more casual 
social dances. Quite the opposite is true especially and if for no other reason than the 
speed of the music. Any extraneous movement of inarticulate foot placement will result 
in a loss of speed and an overall sloppy look. It will also effect your balance and stamina 
because you are wasting movement. At this speed control is everyting and the best way 
to have control is to be accurate and articulate with the type of chasse you use as well as 
your Jive action and Footwork (subjects for future articles).

I hope you’ll take this advice an clean up your Jive Chasses.
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Congratulations on Recent Accomplishments...

Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type
Yolanda Vargas Associate Americcan
California  Rhythm

Jennifer Atlas Associate American
Colorado  Ballroom

James Kleinrath Asscociate International
California  Ballroom 

John Brown Student International
California Teacher Ballroom

Mila Ragual Student International
California Teacher Ballroom

Jarlean Chang Student International
California Teacher Latin

Marie Crowder Licentiate American
North Carolina  Ballroom

Wayne Crowder Licentiate American
North Carolina  Ballroom

Patricia M. Panebianco Licentiate American
New York  Rhythm
Amy L. Yang Licentiate International
California  Ballroom

Stephanie Falciano Licentiate American
New York  Rhythm

Daphne Cunliffe Fellow International
New Jersey  Ballroom
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I have always maintained that a Basic Dance Course is the  most difficult to teach, 
yet is the most important. Teachers so often overlook this fact. A Basic Course, 

well taught, will give the student confidence, thus encouraging him to continue with his 
dance training. If we denigrate this issue, we are almost certainly depriving ourselves 
of future income. Since I have made a study of how the Basics should be presented, I 
decided to bestow this wisdom upon all of my readers.

First of all, a Basic Course can never be too Basic! As explained in my article in the 
previous issue of “Topline”, the first dance I introduce is the “Nightclub Foxy”, and I 
explained the reasons why. Hopefully you still have that issue on file. You will note that 
five step patterns were explained in this article. I should like to clarify, however, that I in-
troduce only three figures in this dance on the first lesson; namely the Basic Step (Straight 
and Turning), also with Rocks, and with Walks. They also learn their Ballroom dance 
position at this time, which is the hold used for the Foxy. All of the above constitutes the 
major portion (usually about 45 minutes), of their first one-hour lesson.

The remainder of the lesson is used to introduce the Rumba. I explain that the Rumba 
gives them the basis for all of their Latin-American Dances, as well as Swing; therefore it 
is a very important dance. They will learn only one step pattern at this time, which is the 
Box Step (soon to become the Left Box Turn). I believe that, even though I use the SQQ 
timing in the Rumba, (starting with the forward step), it is certainly acceptable to use the 
QQS timing, (starting with the sidestep), as chartered in our American Style Manuals. My 
aim is to  have them dance this Box Step to music, first “in the line”, without a partner, 
then holding both of their partner’s hands. I next explain the Latin-American (Rhythm) 
dance position, as explained in the Dance Manual. They then have the opportunity to 
dance  this Box Step, with their partners, to the music. For the last 5 minutes of the les-
son, I have them form two lines behind me, with both Ladies and Gentlemen facing the 
same way (forward), and have them shift their weight from one foot to the other, keeping 
their feet flat down on the floor. Then I have them take very small steps forward, each 
step being taken with a bent knee, which remains bent until the next step is taken. This, 
of course, is a very elementary way of using hip action, and will be refined considerably, 
as their training progresses. Incidentally, I always treat Cuban Motion (hip action) as 
an entirely separate entity, explaining that it will take time and practice, and will not be 
incorporated into their dancing for several lessons.

This concludes Lesson One of my Eight-Week Basic Course. I plan to continue with 
Lesson Two, in the next issue of “Topline.”

How to teach an eight-week basic course
Miriam Ellis

Dual Fellow and Examiner
Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing
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Music has always been an imporatant part of my life. Ballroom dancing was ap-
pealing to me at an early age, because I liked moving my body to music. There 

are not many disciplines where one has the opportunity to listen to good music and dance 
at the same time. there are a few ballet studeios that hire professional pianistsw to play 
while class is in session; this however, is rare, unless the studio is in a major city, where 
the student volume is high enough to support the cost of the musicians. Live dance music 
for ballroom dancers is almost non-existent, but such a treat when once can find it.

In the ballroom dance world, music is often taken for granted. it is not uncommon 
for a teacher to put on a cha-cha and push the repeat button. While teaching, it is very 
easy to become anesthetized to the music because the concentration is on the student’s 
execution of dance steps. This, I feel, is a disservice to both the student and the teacher.

In addition  to my Ballroom training, I take Ballet on a regular basis and I notice 
they take great care in interpreting the music. As a young adult, I remember a ballet class 
where in the middle of the barre exercise, the teacher stopped the pianist and screamed at 
everyone “Dance is music. I am not feeling the music through your exercises. Listen to 
the music. Feel the music.”

Dancing, while executing routines and exercises, becomes stale over time if the con-
nectionto the music is lost. A vareity of musical selections is important to keep the mind 
alert and engaged. All slow waltzes, for example, do not feel the same. It is necessary to 
help the student understand the differences.

During the intermediate class, whenthe energy of the calss was waning, I chose a 
grouping of operatic waltzes to play while everyone was practicing. the mood changed 
immediately. The energy of the music was infectious. the arias were beautiful and made 
everyone feel beauty through their movement. I had a happy class by the end of the hour 
and as a teacher I was not so disheartened by the imperfection of the dance steops. Learn-
ing to dance is a process, but it doesn’t have to be a tedious and discouraging one.

The most important consideration regarding music is to vary the selections. Tempo, 
instrumentation, and style are a few  ways to characterize different types of music. Let’s 
take, for example, Tango. I have divided all the Tango’s approximately 250, by tempo; 
30, 31, 32, mpm. I also separated the Argentine Tango music that didn’t have consistent 
temp. For Swing, I categorized by styles as well as Tempo. ie. West coast swing feels dif-
ferent from East coast. Vocal music is sometimes more complex and is good for teaching 
advanced students. Beginning students need a clear cut beat, so the music should be more 
simple. the categories can be individualized for the type of teaching taking place.

Many studios have computerized music systems where categorizing music can be 
done easily. It just takes time to program everything. I use an MP3 player where I can 
store thousands of songs. Categorizing is easy and very accessible. The MP3 player docks 
with a protable speaker system that is easy to carry with me when I’m teaching in differ-
ent locations.

I know there are circumstances at a studio where many lessons are happening at the 
same time and the music does not fit in to the lesson plan. It is then time to be creative 
and maybe dance to some of the music that is playing. Thinking about the music used 
during teaching is as important as the teaching itself. Music gives a certain depth to the 
quality of the lesson taught, students will notice the difference and teacdhing will be more 
fulfilling and enjoyable.

Music for ballroom teaching
Daphne Cunliffe

Fellow and Examiner, ISTD
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Oh to see a beautiful feather or feather finish. Perhaps I am dreaming? I may be 
waxing nostalgic over a disappearing dance of yesteryear.

It seems, most competitors are rushing through their feathers, hurrying to set up to 
what they perceive to be there ’pisce de resistance’. Not realizing it, they’ve “thrown 
out the baby with the bath water.” As a judge of many years, I’ve witnessed the gradual 
fading of these virtues. When presented with the final six to place, one can only do the 
job that one is asked. Put in order the dancers in front of you, not what you consider is 
right or what is wrong. The irony being; we have more talented dancers today than ever. 
Teachers should always spend time on the fundamentals; during every lesson, there 
should be a little medicine with the sugar. A clue for you is: why does the ISTD finish the 
feather step and the feather finish down on the fourth step? I’ll leave you to work it out. 
Study Body Swing (Body Flight), when you land, you are down. Food for thought. This 
dance should be seamless!! Apart from a few, the stitches are showing. I’ll speak about 
this at the Congress.

Have we lost the slow foxtrot?
Peter Billett,

Fellow and Examiner, ISTD

ImPErIAL STAr CHAmPIoNSHIPS 
including the North American Championships on even years

July ��-��, �00�
Hilton Philadelphia/Cherry Hill, NJ

Organizer(s): Wayne & Donna Eng
9081 West Sahara Avenue Suite 100

Las Vegas, NV  89117
TEL: (702) 256-3830  FAX: (702) 256-4227

email: wayne@dancevision.com
http://www.northamericandancesport.com
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No matter how often our public relations pundits try to spin ballroom 
dancing’s mixed gender partnership as symbol of gender equality (see 

for example the IDSF president’s claim that “men and women compete on equal 
terms.”1), they do little to change the tough reality that female ballroom dance 
professionals have a much toughter row to hoe than their male counterparts. It 
is hardly surprising that male pro-am teachers have a much easier time finding 
students given how many women are eager to fulfill their childhood fantasies of 
dance stardom through pro-am competition and study. The relative paucity of 
male dancers also means that women find themselves inmuch stiffer competition 
for parners and teaching jobs. 

Even if men and women were taking to ballroom dance floors in equal num-
bers (a fantasy unlikely to be realized in my lifetime), the dichotomous gender 
roles required by ballroom dancing lead to many other gendered inequalities. her 
role as reactor to rather than initiator of movement often translates to less mar-
ketable skills. Because the leader has to know what effect he wants to produce, 
he inevitably learns her footwork in order to learn his own. A skilled follower, 
however,  does not necessarily have a clear understanding of what the leader 
is doing to produce her movement. I know all the counter-arguments (e.e. that 
she is the center of attention), but they don’t alter the hard truth that this gen-
dered inequality puts women at a disadvantage in teaching. Of course there are 
some superior female teachers who have superb leading skills, but they almost 
certainly achieved this level by working harder than their male counterparts. 
Women also have the added burdens of more extreme sexual harassment and 
shorter careers given how closely linked youth and marketability are for female 
competitors (male ballroom dancers, on the other hand, will often perform and 
compete at least ten years longer than women). The timing and effect of preg-
nancy on her career is another stress women bear disproportionately to men.

Certainly, many of these inequalities are no different from those women 
suffer in other industries, but they may be fore extreme for ballroom dancers. 
(How often does a female gank execurtive need to finda a male bank executive 
of equal skill level and smilar body type towork in the office across the hall form 
her before she can enter the first interger into her spreadsheet?) Women in other 
industires have, however, taken a crucial step that women in ballroom dancing 
might do well to learn. they have identified the existencde of sexism in the work-
place and have formed coalitions to help each other succeed in spite of it. Why 
are ballroom dancers to afraid to admit that our industry is just as sexist as (and 
maybe even a bit more than) the rest of the society in which we live?

I believe that one of the biggest obstacles prevening us from recognizing the 
sexism with which we live is fear of blame at the personal level. I am not accus-
ing any individual of being sexist by pointing out the structural exism endemic 

Redressing sexism in the ballroom...one step at a time
Juliet McMains, Ph.D.
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in the industry. Relax, it’s not you or our friends who are personally responsible 
for the unequal access women have to success in this industry. We inherited a 
system that is unequal. Perhaps if we let go of our fear of blame, we can begin 
to talk openly abouthte dreaded “s” word and work together towards change. 
No one is personally responsible for sexism, but we can take personal and col-
lective steps to redress the situation. Another step might be to form mentoring 
programs where experienced female dancers offer advice and encouragement to 
new women in the field. the next step might be forming groups for professional 
female dancers to work with each other on their leading skills. And above all, 
if we share our stories, perhaps we can fight this feeling of isolation that is en-
demic for women, and many men, in the ballroom dance industry. One step, and 
then another, and another, soon we may have a whole new dance!

I invite everyone interested in this topic to share their thoughts on my dis-
cussion board at https://catalysttools.washington.edu/gopost/board/mcmains/335 
(also accessible through website www.dance-addiction.com) or send me email at 
juliet@dance-addiction.com.

Juliet McMains, Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor of Dance at the University 
of Washington. She is an associate member of the Imperial Society and competed 
for over twelve years in DanceSport, becoming a National Rising Star Finalist in 
1999 (Rhythm) and 2003 (Smooth). She is author of Glamour Addiciton: Inside 
the American Ballroom Dance Industry (Wesleyan University Press, 2006).

1 http://www.idsf.net/

See you at Congress
March 24th - 25th

Check website for details

You can now pay online!
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A continuation from the last Topline newsletter
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Continued in next issue
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New Gold Star Requirements
Latin American Medal Test Examinations

Syllabus for examinations above the Gold Medal.
To be implemented from Sept. 2007.

Each dance must include a minimum of three figures select-
ed from the list below. One figure chosen must be danced to 
commence the choreography and two more included within 
it. Teachers are advised to take into account the time limits of 
the examination, ensuring that the Examiner may assess the 
requirements above within those time limits.

RHUMBA
• Sliding Doors
• Three Threes
• 3 Alemanas
• Continuous Hip Twist

SAMBA
• An amalgamation of Criss
   Cross Voltas and Criss 
   Cross Bota Fogos 
• Plait
• Cruzados Walks and Locks
• Argentine Crosses with 
   Lady’s Underarm Turn
• Promenade and Counter
   Promenade Runs

PASO DOBLE
• Spanish Lines
• La Passe

• Travelling Spinds from CPP
• Twists
• Chasse Cape

JIVE
• Amalgamation: Link, Whip,
   Curly Whip, Whip Throw-
   away
• Windmill
• Rolling off the Arm
• Miami Special
• Chicken Walks

CHA CHA CHA
• Cuban Breaks and/or Split 
   Cuban Breaks
• Cross Basics with Spiral Turns
• Hip Twist Spiral
• Follow My Leader
• Turkish Towel

In the Modern Ballroom — 16 bars of Gold Syllabus are required 
before open work. Step list will be included in the next “Topline.”
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Visit
our new 
website 

at
www.

usistd.org
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